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Abstract

Modular software based I&C systems are state-of-the-art in industrial automation. For I&C
systems important to safety in nuclear power plants, software based systems are also more and more
applied. According to existing national and international guidelines and standards, the assessment of
these systems calls for appropriate test methods and tools. By use of tools quality of the assessment
process should be improved and expense should be limited. The paper outlines the structure of the
independent verification and validation (V&V) process of the Teleperm XS system and the lessons
learnt from this process. Furthermore, tools are discussed used for V&V of the Teleperm XS
software. The recently developed tool VALIDATOR, dedicated to V&V of the plant specific I&C
functions is described in more detail. We consider V&V of the basic software components and the
system software to be required only once, but the C source codes of the plant specific functional
diagrams have to be checked for each application separately. The VALIDATOR is designed to
perform this task. It gives evidence of compliance of the automatically generated C source codes with
the graphical design of the functional diagrams in reasonable time and with acceptable costs. The
working method, performance and results of the VALIDATOR are shown by means of an actual
example.

1 INTRODUCTION

Modern software based I&C systems are state-of-the-art in industrial automation. For
I&C systems important to safety in nuclear power plants, software based systems are also
more and more applied, e.g. PPS at Sizewell B, SPIN at N4 reactors (e.g. Chooz),
Westinghouse System in Temelin NPP, Teleperm XS of Siemens/KWU, etc. The Teleperm
XS system is characterized by a modular design in hardware and software. This offers the
opportunity to extend the well established hardware type test approach to the software. The
assessment of these systems, according to existing national and international guidelines and
standards, is time consuming and expensive, as reported e.g. for Sizewell B [5].

The type test approach which was used for the Teleperm XS system contributes to the
effectiveness of the assessment process. This approach can be effectively supported by
computer tools. In addition appropriate tools enhance the quality of the assessment process.

The Teleperm XS system consists of a set hardware and software components. By
means of these components it is possible to design I&C systems for several purposes and
especially for different technological systems. For the design of complete I&C systems the
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CASE tool SPACE is used. With SPACE the hardware and software configuration of the I&C
system is described [6].

System Requirements System Specification

Software Hardware

Code Generation and Validation

Figure 1: Design process using SPACE

On the hardware, which itself does not perform I&C functions, the I&C functions are
stamped in form of functional diagrams and functional diagram groups respectively.
Concerning the type test of the components it is not necessary to analyze the software at
component level. The assessment of these assembled systems should focus on the evaluation
of the functional diagrams and functional diagram groups.

2 INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF
COMPUTERIZED I&C SYSTEMS IMPORTANT TO SAFETY

To assure an appropriate safety level of the Teleperm XS system, an independent V&V
process was performed by GRS/ISTec and TUEV Nord. Basis of this process was the
conceptual assessment of the system in 1992 [2]. It comprises the system architecture, the
functional system features, and the design principles of the system. Based on this concept
software and hardware components of the Teleperm XS system were designed by
Siemens/KWU and evaluated componentwise. For this purpose the well established type test
approach for (conventional) hardware has been extended to software components [1, 2, 3].
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Figure 2: V&V process for the Teleperm XS system

Additionally a plant independent system test was carried out and evaluated to
demonstrate
• proper integration of hardware and software components
• deterministic system behavior

- timing
- deterministic and interference-free communication

• usability of the software
- operational system
- selftest
- operational modes of the real time environment
- correct calculation of representative functional diagrams

• failure behavior and fault tolerance
- failure recognition and failure indication
- failure propagation barriers
- behavior during test, maintenance, and diagnose.

The result of all the plant independent tests and assessments is a set of hardware and
software components to design I&C systems which are suitable for safety systems. The
necessary plant specific tests and evaluations need not to evaluate all the components once
more but should show the correct combination of the components to perform the plant
specific functions.
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3 TOOLS TO ASSIST THE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
PROCESS

In course of the independent assessment of the Teleperm XS software, several tools
were used. Nevertheless, using tools does not replace expert knowledge. A full automated
V&V process is not the target. But the tools provide important information about the software
to be analyzed.

For the type test of Teleperm XS software modules the LDRA Testbed (C version) was
used by GRS/ISTec [9]. This is a tool for static and dynamic analysis of C programs on the
source code level. For Teleperm XS the static analyzer was applied to focus the manual
review. Fig. 3 and 4 show outputs of this tool.

Kiviat Diagram of s_bwd.c
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Figure 3: Analysis result: kiviat diagram of a software module
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Fig. 3 shows a kiviat diagram of a software module. Dependent on the thresholds,
which can be set as parameters of the analysis tool, it gives an overview about threshold
violation and therefore hints to detect weak program parts.

In Fig. 4 a flowgraph of a typical Teleperm XS procedure is shown. Mostly, procedures
in Teleperm XS are much more simple. Of course, the analysis tool is also suitable for more
complex procedures than in the example given. The depicted flowgraph shows for example
that the procedure is well structured.

Static flouigraph of procedure t SZ.CheckBUDNMI

Figure 4: Analysis result: static flowgraph of a procedure
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THE VALIDATOR - A TOOL FOR PLANT SPECIFIC
VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF TELEPERM XS SYSTEMS

4.1 Principles, Structure, and Performance of the VALIDATOR

The role of the VALIDATOR is quite different from the above described common tool
LDRA Testbed. It is a special tool to validate automatically generated functional diagrams
and functional diagram groups [7, 8].

The basic principle is the analysis of the generated normed (standardized) source code
independent from the code generator. This is done by reverse transformation of the normed
source code to reconstruct the inherent operation of the underlying safety function in a form
suitable to prove the functional equivalence with its specification. This means to extract from
each functional diagram

• the function blocks,

• their calling sequence, and

• their parameters (e.g. input/output signals, ranges,...) which describe the connections
within the functional diagram, i.e. connections between function blocks and/or
connections from or to other functional diagrams.

This information is then compared with the database tables1 containing the specification
of the functional diagram. If there are any discrepancies between the source code and the
specification, they are analyzed and recorded. Fig. 5 shows the function of the VALIDATOR
in the V&V process. Besides failures from the code generator the VALIDATOR will also find
some human errors which may be made during the I&C design process.

The possible differences between the C source code and the SPACE database entries
are configured in error classes. The number of error classes for functional diagrams and
functional diagram groups is shown in Table I.

TABLE I.. Number of error classes

functional diagrams
functional diagram groups

number of error classes
101
133

TABLE II . Performance of the VALIDATOR (computation time)

functional diagrams
functional diagram groups

min. computation
time [min]

<1
5

max. computation
time [min]

550
630

average computation
time [min]

1.5
40

1 Database access of the code generator and the VALIDATOR is done by different C++
classes to maintain independence of both tools.
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The performance of the VALIDATOR was demonstrated in first tests with a collection
of about 70 realistic functional diagram groups with about 1800 functional diagrams (Table

ID-

It is obvious that the CPU time strongly depends on the complexity of the functional
diagrams and their connections. The validation process needs additional time to prepare the
database and to evaluate the protocols. Especially for the interpretation of the VALIDATOR
protocols and the location of the errors in the C source code and the graphical functional
diagrams, deep knowledge about the Teleperm XS software is required. An application
example of the VALIDATOR is given in the next chapter.
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Figure 5: Role of the VALIDATOR in the Teleperm XS design
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Example of VALIDATOR Application

A short example demonstrates the use of the VALIDATOR. It is taken from the small
Teleperm XS system of GRS/ISTec. The error which is detected by the VALIDATOR was
forced on purpose.

Fig. 6 shows a part of a functional diagram. It is a test function to switch a lamp on and
off. After code generation it was decided to change the parameter f i_i_i to the value of 2
seconds. This change was done with the graphical functional diagram editor of SPACE but
without new generation of the software. Therefore, the old source code and the database
entries are different in the parameter f i _ i_ i .

V
M Einhat

Bern.
ninktion

lofcaler Blink hkto.5 Hi

Kcnnztich«n
Batichnung Ein:

ORS01SW201
Voferltbt

voter Icbt

OR5015W201
Bujuon EFUltbt

ORS01SW201
KDPPlM.TAn.TB Ok

modified parameter fl_l_l
function block "OFFDELAY"

Figure 6: Functional diagram with changed parameter
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fd_3.c */
i_fd_3_Compute */

3 */
6RS01SW201 */
01.00 */
07.05.97 11:03:37 */

/* FDG generator version: 02.20 */
/* FDG generator changed: 09.01.97 */
/* File generation date : 12.05.97 16:59:21 */
/* */

/* Initialization of internal FD identification string */
static const fdIdString_t fd_3_lntldent_p =

/* "FD<fd_id>/<fd_version>/<fd_changded>/ */
/* <fd_generator_version>/<fd_generator_changed>" */
"FD00003/01.00/07.05.97/02.20/09.01. 97";

/* Initialization of changeable FB parameters */
static const fd_3_CParams_t fd_3_CParamsConst = {

/* <param_value> , <type>_<fb_seq>_<param_nr> */
1.0, /* fl_0_l */
1.0, /* fl_l_l */

/* Function implementing the FD module */

void i_fd_3_Compute()

static const fb_353_t locFb_l = { /* Name "OFFDEIAY", loc_id 6, Page 1 */

&fd 3 CParams.fl 1 1,

/* Call FB modules: */

r = g_fb_353 ( &locFb_l ); / * OFFDEIAY , 1, 4A */
if (r != OK) i_fdgAppendFbRetCode( 3, 1, r );

/* i_fd_3_Compute() */

Figure 7: Source code of the functional diagram before changing the parameter (partly)
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( fdg_id):
(fdgversion):
(fdgchanged):
(cg_version):
(cg_changed):
(fdidstring):

Funktionsplangruppe: 14
Fehlercode 11 mit 07.05.97

( fdginput):

0014
01.01

07.05.97
02.20

09.01.97
FD00003/01.00/07.05.97/02.20/09. 01. 97

und 14.10.97

3_CSignals.bsZ_4/bs!nitError
( fdginput): 3_CSignals.bsZ_4/t_101_bsZ_4.s/bsInitError/t_101_bsZ_4
( fdginput):
( fdginput): 3_CSignals

( fdgoutput):
( fdgoutput)
( fdgoutput)
( fdgoutput)
(fltastring)
( fdpartO)

( plan_id):
(fd_version):
(fd_changed):

Funktionsplan: 3
Fehlercode 1 mit 07.05.97

(cg_version):
(cg_changed)
(fbidstring)
{fbidstring)
(fbidstring)
(fbidstring)
(fbidstring)
( usignals)
( usignals)
( ysignals)
( cparams)
( cparams):

Funktionsplan: 3
Fehlercode 5 0 mit 1.0 und

( compute):
( compute)
( compute)
( compute)
( compute)
( compute)

( assign4):
{ assign4):
( assign4):

Analyse erfolgreich beendet

3_CSignals.bsZ_16/bsInitError
.bsZ_16/t_101_bsZ_16.s/bsInitError/t_101_bsZ_16

d_20046->bs_2/3_CSignals.bsZ_ll
d_20046->bs_3/3_CSignals.bsZ_6
d_20046->bs_4/3_CSignals.bsZ_19
d_20046->bs_5/3_CSignals.bsZ_20

flta/0.025
3_Compute

00003
01.00

07.05.97

und 14.10.97

02.20
09.01.97

302/01.00/30.03.93
351/01.00/16.08.93
353/01.00/18.01.94
354/01.00/18.01.94
356/01.00/18.01.94

bs_302_l/0/0
bs_302_2/0/0

ms_2_5
fl_0_l/1.0
fl_l_l/1.0

2.0

fb_354
CSignalse.bsL_13_2
CSignalsa.bsL_0_2

CParams.fl_0_l
DParams.ui_0 1

fb_302

302/11
302/12

351_w/13

! Es wurden 3 Unstimmigkeiten entdeckt

Figure 8: VALIDATOR protocol (partly)
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The VALIDATOR protocol (Fig. 8) shows three anomalies. The first one was found in
the functional diagram group 14 and shows different dates of changing the functional diagram
group (Fehlercode 11). The second one was found in the functional diagram 3 and shows also
different dates of changing the functional diagram (Fehlercode 1). It is the more detailed
detected cause of the first anomaly. The third one (Fehlercode 50) shows the difference of the
value of "fl_l_l" 1.0 in the program and 2.0 in the database (and that means in the graphical
representation).

The source code of the function diagram is unambiguous defined by the function
diagram ID2., which is denounced in the VALIDATOR protocol. In the source code there is
the FD3-KKS4-name (GRS01SW201) of the graphical representation of the functional
diagram coded. Using this information it is possible to detect the causes of anomalies and to
correct the failures. In this example the failure is corrected by a new code generation.

The example shows that besides errors of the code generator itself also (human) errors
in the design process are detectable. Whereas errors in the software components and the code
generator are minimized because of type test and the plant independent system test, potential
failures from the system design are found by the VALIDATOR before programming the
hardware and performing time consuming tests.

5 SUMMARY

The V&V process of computerized I&C systems important to safety is time consuming
and expensive. A stepwise methodology like the type test concept for Teleperm XS has the
potential to perform this work with reasonable effort. Appropriate tools can support the
evaluation and enhance the quality of the assessment with reduced costs.

A special tool to validate the functional diagrams and functional diagram groups of
Teleperm XS was developed by GRS/ISTec. By means of this tool the user gets evidence that
the C source code of the functional diagrams and functional diagram groups is equal to the
specification in the SPACE database. Furthermore, possible errors in the source code are
detected and corrected before the Teleperm XS system is finally programmed and tested.

The VALIDATOR designed by GRS/ISTec is completely independent from the code
generator. Besides errors of the code generator itself also some human errors in the design
process are detected.

2 function diagram identification number
3 function diagram
4 Kraftwerkskennzeichensystem - Identification System for Power Plants
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